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Academic journals set guidelines for article submis-

sions and the review process including paper length,

word counts, text formats, and resolution of figures,

but they do not always provide specific messaging

about how to do this with inclusivity. A more inclusive

climate in academic publishing will more broadly

advance scientific knowledge because it will ensure no

voices are absent from the process (Nielsen et al.

2018).We are writing this editorial after conversations

related to gathering the demographic data of current

and past Biological Invasions editors (Kuebbing et al.

2021). We identify two policies that could reduce

disparities and increase inclusivity in academic pub-

lishing for authors, reviewers, and editors: develop and

adopt procedures to make it easier for authors to

amend their names retroactively on publications after

gender transitioning, taking a partner’s last name, or

for religious reasons (Hunt 2020; Tanenbaum et al.

2020), and provide guidance for using gender-neutral

language in submission and editorial communications.

Efforts to be inclusive to transgender, non-binary,

and gender-diverse (henceforth shortened to ‘‘trans’’)

authors must address the need to correct the names on

their prior work. These corrections serve not only trans

authors but also address name changes for other

reasons such as religion or those who change their

surname. Trans authors have described the process as

‘‘navigating a confusing and exhausting landscape of

ad-hoc name changes, refusals, delays, and closed

doors’’ (Tanenbaum, 2021b). The benefits of a

simplified and comprehensive name-change policy

are two-fold. First, updating names in the publication

record offers a practical solution to connecting pub-

lications by the same author who published under

different names. Second, this process signals inclu-

sivity by acknowledging the harmful impact of

deadnaming on trans authors and respecting their right

to decide what names are public and what names

should no longer be associated with their work.

Deadnaming is the practice of using a trans person’s
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birth name after it has been replaced by their chosen

name as part of their transition. It can be accidental or

intentional, and it invalidates a person’s identity and

dehumanizes a trans person’s experience. Further,

maintaining a deadname in the public record draws

unwanted attention to a trans author’s name and can

lead to discrimination, misgendering, and harassment.

Currently, trans authors often shoulder the burden of a

laborious, expensive, and time-consuming process

where each publisher is contacted, and the author must

persuade the publishers to agree to the change

(Tanenbaum et al. 2021a).

In 2021, the Committee of Publication Ethics

(COPE), whose core mission is to educate and support

editors and publishers and to provide guidance on

achieving ethical practices in the publishing culture

(https://publicationethics.org), published a list of five

guiding principles and best practices for processing

name changes in publishing: (1) accessibility—make

name changes available to authors upon request

without legal documentation and other barriers to the

author, (2) comprehensiveness—removal of all

occurrences of an author’s previous name from the

record, (3) invisibility—changes should not draw

attention to the gender identity of an author, (4) ex-

pediency and efficiency—changes should be made in a

timely manner and reduce the burden on the publisher

to correct the record, and (5) recurrence and mainte-

nance—publishers should regularly audit the record

and make corrections as needed to prevent the dis-

semination of incorrect information (Tanenbaum

et al., 2021a). Some publishers are currently moving

towards policies that allow efficient and discreet name

changes, including Elsevier, Wiley, the American

Association for the Advancement of Science, and

Springer Nature (DePaul 2021).

In June 2021, Springer Nature launched its new,

inclusive author name-change policy to enable trans

authors to update their names on the version of record

and associated metadata retroactively in all Springer

Nature journals, books, and conference proceedings

(Springer Nature Group 2021). This policy strives to

address many of the principles outlined by COPE for

name changes, including comprehensiveness, invisi-

bility, and expediency and efficiency. Additionally,

these changes will include updating biographical

information, such as pronouns and author pho-

tographs. This will help make authors feel secure

and supported while also ensuring they receive full

recognition of their work. Additionally, Springer

Nature encourages authors also to establish and use

ORCID IDs, which can also facilitate linking an

author’s work in a persistent and gender-free way

(https://orcid.org). We look forward to the imple-

mentation of these policies at Biological Invasions.

Perhaps the simplest recommendation for improv-

ing inclusivity in the publication process is adopting

gender-neutral language throughout the submission,

editing, and review process. Frequently, both individ-

uals and groups are referred to using male pronouns. In

academic publishing, women and trans authors,

reviewers, and editors are often misgendered in

publishing communications (e.g., submission and

decision letters). There is an easy fix for this. Using

gender-neutral and other bias-free language can

reduce gender bias, promote inclusivity, and improve

the academic publishing climate. Bragagnolo (2021)

outlined steps to achieve unbiased, gender-neutral

language in academic writing specific to manuscript

preparation, but these actions can be employed at all

levels of peer review. These tips include avoiding the

use of ‘man’ to refer to all people (e.g., humans,

people, humankind), using job titles that are free from

gender stereotyping (e.g., mail carrier vs. mailman),

and avoiding the use of ‘he/his’ pronouns when

referring to a group of people (Bragagnolo 2021).

Bragaganolo also suggests replacing gendered pro-

nouns (she/her/hers and he/him/his) with gender-

neutral pronouns (they/them/theirs). Gender-neutral

pronouns are appropriate when a person has not shared

their gender identity. We encourage this language

change and suggest that editors and reviewers use

terms such as ‘‘the author’’, the corresponding author’s

surname, or Dr. (where appropriate) when writing

reviews or letters. Editorial leadership at Biological

Invasions is starting the process of amending submis-

sion guidelines to include using gender-neutral lan-

guage (Table 1) and a short statement regarding

language in letters inviting reviewers. Additionally,

this guidance will also be provided to new and existing

members of the editorial board. Adopting gender-

neutral language at Biological Invasions and other

ecological journals would be a small but meaningful

step on the road to inclusivity.
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Table 1 List of some gender-neutral suggestions to use during the submission, editing, and review process in publishing (Bra-

gagnolo 2021; UNC Writing Center 2021)

Gendered language Gender-neutral language

Use gender neutral pronouns

‘he’ and ‘his’ ‘he or she’ or ‘his or her’

‘he’ and ‘she’ ‘they’

’him’ and ’her’ ‘them’

’his’ and ’hers’ ’theirs’

Use plural pronouns and adjectives

A reviewer should use gender-neutral language in his

communications

Reviewers should use gender-neutral language in their

communications

Use the relative pronoun ‘‘who’

If the author is not satisfied with the Editor’s decision, he should

request a second review

An author who is not satisfied with an editorial decision can

request a second review

Omit gendered words entirely

The author should justify why he choose that method The author should justify the methods

Use gender-neutral nouns

Man ’person’, ’individual’

Mankind ’humans’, ’persons’, ’humankind’, ’human beings’, ’people’,

etc

Freshman ’first-year student’

Man-made ‘artificial, ‘human-made’, ’machine-made’, ’synthetic’

Use appropriate titles and names

Miss and Mrs Ms. (does not suggest marital status)

Sir ’Dear Editor’, ’Dear Members of the Search Committee’, ’To

Whom it May Concern’
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